An Asset-Based Approach to the Tax Benefit Rule

For sixty years, the tax benefit rule has required taxpayers to recognize income when they "recover" an item or amount deducted in a previous year. This rule was created to remedy inequities in taxation engendered by the annual accounting system. While the rule long remained a sound approach to multiyear dealings, its application to complex transactions began to strain its theoretical underpinnings. In addition, while some cases held that a recovery was necessary to trigger the rule, others indicated that an actual recovery might not be required.

Last year in *Hillsboro National Bank v. Commissioner* and *United States v. Bliss Dairy, Inc.*, the United States Supreme Court faced the paradigm illustrating the weaknesses of the tax benefit rule—a corporate liquidation. Corporate liquidations have never fallen within the categorical requirements of the recovery tax benefit rule because there is rarely a "recovery" when the taxpayer goes out of existence. Nevertheless, liquidations can produce the potential inequities that require application of the tax benefit rule. To solve this difficulty, the Supreme Court abandoned the recovery approach and redefined the tax benefit rule as applying whenever an event that is "fundamentally inconsistent" with the previous deduction occurs. While many commentators have discussed the inconsistent events approach, the scope of the new rule is still unclear and it has not yet been translated into a rule of practical application.

The Court's struggle to apply its purely theoretical approach to concrete fact situations demonstrates the fatal flaw in the new rule: it does not survive the translation from concept to everyday use. Problems with the inconsistent events approach indicate that a different

---

2. *Id.* at 1138.
solution to the difficulties inherent in the "recovery" tax benefit rule must be found. This Comment proposes a solution that encompasses inconsistent events as a concept, yet also provides a concrete rule of practical application. It is a solution that adds to the current tax benefit rule instead of redefining it. This solution is based on a common feature of the cases that have exposed a failure of the recovery approach. In each, the dispute centered around the disposition of an asset associated with previous deductions. Once the tax benefit problems inherent in the disposition of such an asset are solved, a coherent, practical "asset-based" approach emerges to complement the recovery tax benefit rule. For traditional wealth-enhancing events, the classic recovery approach is superior; for tax events based on a change in the character of an asset, a new asset-based model of the tax benefit rule is required.

Part I of this Comment recounts the history and operation of the tax benefit rule. It further explains the background of the Hillsboro and Bliss Dairy controversies. Part II summarizes the facts and the Supreme Court opinion in Hillsboro and Bliss Dairy, analyzes the operation of the inconsistent events approach, and concludes that the rule is vague and difficult to apply. Part III proposes an asset-based tax benefit rule, and contrasts it with the inconsistent events approach by applying both rules to commonplace transactions.

I

THE HISTORY AND OPERATION OF THE TAX BENEFIT RULE

A. The Early Stages of the Tax Benefit Rule

The tax benefit rule is a judicial doctrine that attempts to create parity among similarly situated taxpayers. The rule is necessary because of the interaction between two facets of the federal income tax system. First, the system is based on annual accounting, so that revenue is ascertainable and payable at regular intervals. This is necessary to maintain a predictable and steady flow of tax dollars to the government. As a corollary, taxpayers report income and deductions based on facts known during the taxable year. The second facet of the tax sys-

---

6. Healy v. Commissioner, 345 U.S. 278 (1953); Lexmont Corp. v. Commissioner, 20 T.C.
tem mandating the tax benefit rule is the system’s income orientation. Thus, only the gains and income proceeding from capital are taxed; the capital itself remains untaxed. The tax benefit rule requires a taxpayer who recovers a previously deducted item or amount to report that item as income in the year of recovery, unless the previous deduction did not reduce her tax liability. This equalizes the treatment of such a taxpayer with one who had a recovery in the same year as the potential deduction, and consequently was never able to take the deduction. For example, if during the tax year the taxpayer lends funds and the debtor becomes insolvent, the taxpayer will not be allowed a bad debt deduction until the end of the tax year. If the debtor subsequently becomes solvent before the close of the tax year, the taxpayer’s net position has not changed. No deduction is allowed, and repayment of the funds will not be taxable as income: it is a classic return of capital and beyond the reach of the federal income tax system. When the debtor repays the loan, only the excess over the principal (i.e., interest payments) will be taxed as income. If all of this occurs within one year, the annual accounting system does not produce any distortion.

In contrast, a second taxpayer’s transaction, identical in all respects except spanning two tax years, will produce a distortion. If the debt does not appear collectible at the end of the first year, the creditor may take a bad debt deduction and offset other income that would be subject to tax. However, if the debt is repaid during the second year and the taxpayer's claim that it is a return of capital succeeds in allowing it tax free, the second taxpayer will gain an advantage. Both taxpayers have received return of capital, but the second taxpayer receives an extra deduction. To combat such inequity, the courts developed the tax benefit rule. Although repayment of a previously uncollectable loan would normally be a return of capital, a require-

185 (1953); Treas. Reg. 1.461-1(a)(3)(i) (1967). However, when the final tax consequences of a transaction are not known, the annual accounting principle is mitigated. See, e.g., Burnet v. Logan, 283 U.S. 404 (1931) (gain or loss on sale of property contingent on revenue from inherited contract; transaction left open and gain or loss determined when revenue received).

7. The 16th amendment empowers Congress to tax “incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration.” U.S. Const. amend. XVI. Income generally means a gain to the recipient. Thus, a return of the taxpayer’s capital, which consists essentially of after-tax dollars, is not taxed twice. See Doyle v. Mitchell Bros. Co., 247 U.S. 179 (1918).


ment of income recognition produces rough tax parity between similarly situated taxpayers.12

In its earliest formulation, the rule provided that if a taxpayer recovered a deduction she had previously taken, she would include the amount of the original deduction in income for the year of recovery.13 It soon became clear, however, that this simple construction of the rule could itself lead to inequities. Some taxpayers argued that although they had taken a deduction, the deduction had produced no tax benefit.14 It was unfair to treat such a taxpayer identically with one for whom the deduction had offset income. In 1942, after a history of inconsistent positions taken by the Tax Court, the Commissioner, and the circuit courts,15 Congress enacted a statutory version of the tax benefit rule. This version excludes from income any recovery that did not produce a prior tax benefit.16

12. Such rough tax parity ignores the value of deferral of income taxes to the taxpayer who took a deduction in an earlier year, only to pay later. In that case, deferral amounts to an interest-free loan from the government. This parity also disregards changes in brackets between years under a progressive rate system. Compare Perry v. United States, 160 F. Supp. 270 (Ct. Cl. 1958) (exact tax benefit rule), with Alice Flielam Sullivan Corp. v. United States, 381 F.2d 399 (Ct. Cl. 1967) (overruling Perry).

13. Lake View Trust & Sav. Bank v. Commissioner, 27 B.T.A. 290, 292-93 (1932). A harsher position was originally applied by the Internal Revenue Service, requiring inclusion in income if the original loss was deductible, even though not deducted. S.R. 2940, 4-1 C.B. 129 (1925). For a modern parallel to this approach, see I.R.C. § 1016(a)(2) (1982), requiring a reduction in basis for depreciation “allowed or allowable” without regard to actual depreciation deductions. Under tax benefit situations involving recapture, this rule is mitigated by allowing the taxpayer to prove that the amount allowed (that is, deducted) for any period was less than the amount allowable. See id. § 1245(a)(2).

14. This approach was initially accepted by the Commissioner for banks with bad debt deductions, G.C.M. 18525, 1937-1 C.B. 80, and quickly extended to other taxpayers, G.C.M. 20854, 1939-1 C.B. 102, and tax benefit situations beyond bad debt recoveries, I.T. 3728, 1939-1 C.B. 76 (tax refunds).

15. In 1940, the Commissioner prospectively revoked and modified prior tax benefit rule revenue rulings, and returned to his original position that recoveries are taxable regardless of any tax benefit produced by the prior deduction. G.C.M. 22163, 1940-2 C.B. 76 (declared obsolete by Rev. Rul. 67-406, 1967-2 C.B. 420). This position was upheld by the circuit courts, Commissioner v. United States & Int'l Sec. Corp., 130 F.2d 894 (3d Cir. 1942); Helvering v. State-Planters Bank & Trust Co., 130 F.2d 44 (4th Cir. 1942), thus producing a conflict with the Board of Tax Appeals. See, e.g., Citizens State Bank v. Commissioner, 46 B.T.A. 964 (1942). For an exhaustive presentation of the history of the tax benefit rule, see Plumb, The Tax Benefit Rule Today, 57 HARv. L. Rev. 129, 130-34, 134-50 (1943).

The statutory rule, as authoritatively construed by Congress and later by the Supreme Court, had three requirements: a prior deduction; a tax benefit from that deduction; and a recovery of the deduction. Furthermore, it was not an exclusive rule, and courts were free to apply a tax benefit theory beyond the precise terms of the statute. With this expanded interpretation, the controversy over the tax benefit rule seemed settled. But the recovery requirement was to produce great theoretical and practical obstacles.

B. The Problem with "Recovery"

Under the classic tax benefit rule, a recovery was necessary to trigger a recognition of income. In Commissioner v. South Lake Farms, Inc., a dispute arose following one corporation’s acquisition and liquidation of another. The taxpayer in question was the target corporation, which was engaged in the business of farming and was operating under the accrual method of accounting. After it had spent and accrued considerable deductible sums on the cultivation of crops, but before harvest, its shareholders sold it to the purchasing corporation. Naturally, the price paid to the target corporation’s shareholders reflected the fair market value of the growing crops. And, the purchaser’s basis in the target corporation’s stock was its cost—the fair market value of the growing crops. But, the recovery requirement was to produce great theoretical and practical obstacles.
value of the target.\textsuperscript{21} Immediately after the purchase, the buyer liquidated the target corporation, and received, among other assets, the unharvested crops. Under section 334(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code (the “Code”), the purchaser allocated its basis in the stock of the target to the assets of the target it received in liquidation\textsuperscript{22} according to the assets’ fair market values.\textsuperscript{23} When the crops were harvested by the purchaser, it deducted the fair market value of the crops from their basis and realized little gain.\textsuperscript{24}

The Commissioner, however, included the fair market value of the crops in the target’s last tax return, asserting that the target’s method of accounting distorted income. The Tax Court rejected this theory,\textsuperscript{25} and on appeal the Commissioner was forced to rely on a tax benefit argument. He asserted that in effect the target had received “an amount equivalent to, and sufficient to offset, the expenses that it had incurred, and hence was no longer entitled to the ‘tax benefit’ of the deduction of [the] expenses.”\textsuperscript{26} This argument presumably relied on imputing the receipt of the purchase price by the shareholders to the target corporation.

The Ninth Circuit was unconvinced. The appellate panel noted that the tax benefit theory failed, in part because the corporation’s shareholders received the money and the corporation received nothing.\textsuperscript{27} Since the corporation did not have the required recovery, the court considered itself bound by the literal language of the Code. Even though the shareholders of the target received a windfall,\textsuperscript{28} nothing in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} See I.R.C. § 1012 (1982) (basis of property shall be cost).
\item \textsuperscript{22} The transaction was treated as a purchase of assets under the Kimbell-Diamond doctrine. See Kimbell-Diamond Milling v. Commissioner, 14 T.C. 74 (1950), aff’d per curiam, 187 F.2d 718 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 342 U.S. 827 (1951); I.R.C. § 334(b)(2) (1982), amended by Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-248, § 224(b), 96 Stat. 480, 488-89.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Under I.R.C. § 334(b)(2) (1982), amended by Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, § 224(b), Pub. L. No. 97-248, 96 Stat. 324, 488-89, the basis of the assets received in the liquidation of a subsidiary is the parent’s basis in the subsidiary’s stock. Treas. Reg. § 1.334-1(c) (1972) requires a parent corporation to allocate its basis in the stock of the liquidated subsidiary to the assets received in the liquidation. Treas. Reg. § 1.334-1(c)(4)(viii) (1972) requires this allocation to be made “in proportion to the net fair market values of such assets on the date received.”
\item \textsuperscript{24} South Lake Farms, 324 F.2d at 844 (Carter, J., dissenting).
\item \textsuperscript{25} South Lake Farms, Inc. v. Commissioner, 36 T.C. 1027 (1961).
\item \textsuperscript{26} South Lake Farms, 324 F.2d at 839. The court responded that “[o]ne immediate difficulty with this contention is that the old corporation received nothing.” Id.
\item \textsuperscript{27} See supra note 26.
\item \textsuperscript{28} A windfall exists because the purchaser acquired the target corporation’s stock, not its assets. Had it acquired the assets, the target corporation would have had to pay taxes on the gain associated with the sale of those assets. See I.R.C. § 337(b)(1)(A) (1982). If the target corporation then liquidated, the shareholders would have received the value of the assets, less the tax liability. However, since the purchaser bought the stock of the target directly, the shareholders received the fair market value of the corporation’s assets, without the corresponding tax liability deducted. The purchaser was willing to pay up to full fair market value for the target because when the
the Code called for a different result.\textsuperscript{29}

The Sixth Circuit saw the recovery requirement of the tax benefit rule in a different light. In \textit{Tennessee-Carolina Transportation, Inc. v. Commissioner};\textsuperscript{30} the parent liquidated a subsidiary by returning all the subsidiary's stock to it in return for the subsidiary's assets. Among the assets the parent received were certain supplies of the subsidiary, the cost of which had been deducted. In the same method as the \textit{South Lake Farms} transaction, the parent allocated its basis in the subsidiary's stock to the assets received according to their fair market values. Since some of the assets so received were supplies, the parent then deducted the allocated basis as a business expense.\textsuperscript{31}

The Commissioner contended that the tax benefit rule required the value of these assets to be included in the income of the subsidiary, and the Sixth Circuit agreed. If the tax benefit rule did not apply to in-kind liquidations, the court ruled, there would be unnecessary disparity in the Code:\textsuperscript{32} had the liquidation proceeded under the nonrecognition provisions of section 337 (relating to liquidation sales), the tax benefit rule would have required income recognition notwithstanding that section's nonrecognition mandate.\textsuperscript{33}

The taxpayer argued that there was no recovery to trigger the tax benefit rule, but the appellate court rejected this argument for three reasons. First, a recovery should not be necessary; the tax benefit rule applies "whenever there is an actual recovery of a previously deducted amount or when there is some other event inconsistent with that prior deduction."\textsuperscript{34} The distribution of the supplies in liquidation was inconsistent with the previous deduction of their cost, and thus the rule was triggered.\textsuperscript{35} Second, even if a recovery was necessary under the tax benefit rule, a recovery occurred when the subsidiary liquidated. When the supplies were expensed, they were treated under the tax law as completely consumed and nonexistent. Therefore, when the subsidiary had the supplies on hand to distribute at liquidation, it must be deemed to have recovered them, which triggered the tax benefit rule.\textsuperscript{36} Third, the subsidiary's receipt of its own stock in exchange for its assets consti-

\textsuperscript{29} \textit{South Lake Farms}, 324 F.2d at 840.
\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Id.} at 379-80.
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.} at 381.
\textsuperscript{33} \textit{See, e.g.}, Spitalny v. United States, 430 F.2d 195 (9th Cir. 1970); Commissioner v. Anders, 414 F.2d 1283 (10th Cir.), \textit{cert. denied}, 396 U.S. 958 (1969); Anders v. United States, 462 F.2d 1147 (Ct. Cl. 1972); Estate of Munter v. Commissioner, 63 T.C. 663 (1975).
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Tennessee-Carolina}, 582 F.2d at 382 (emphasis in original).
\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id.}
tuted a recovery within the meaning of the tax benefit rule.37

Thus, a conflict existed among the circuits as to whether a recovery was necessary to trigger the tax benefit rule.38 This conflict impaired the predictability, and thus the usefulness, of the rule, and remained until the Supreme Court decided the Hillsboro and Bliss Dairy cases.

II

THE CASES

A. Hillsboro National Bank v. Commissioner

On January 1, 1971, Illinois amended its constitution to prohibit ad valorem taxation of property held by individuals.39 Later that year, the Illinois Supreme Court invalidated the amendment,40 ruling that it violated the equal protection clause of the United States Constitution. Pending disposition of the case before the United States Supreme Court, Illinois enacted legislation providing for placement of the dis-

37. Id.
puted property taxes in escrow.\textsuperscript{41} Under this statutory scheme, Hillsboro National Bank paid approximately $26,000 in property taxes assessed upon its individual shareholders' corporate interests, and deducted them on its 1972 income tax return.\textsuperscript{42} Although shareholders are personally liable for the taxes, it is common for corporations to pay them and take a deduction pursuant to section 164(e) of the Code.\textsuperscript{43}

In 1973, the United States Supreme Court found the amendment constitutional, reversing the determination of the Illinois Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{44} The state then refunded the taxes directly to the individual shareholders,\textsuperscript{45} without consulting the bank.\textsuperscript{46} The bank reported no income from these transactions on its 1973 tax return, and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue assessed a $13,000 deficiency.\textsuperscript{47} Hillsboro objected and petitioned the Tax Court for relief.

Hillsboro argued for a straightforward application of the classic definition of the tax benefit rule: since it never received any of the refunded taxes, it had no "recovery," and thus fell outside the rule. The Commissioner's response was two pronged. The bank derived a benefit from the refunds because they discharged its duty to treat all shareholders of the same class equally when paying out dividends.\textsuperscript{48} Furthermore, the bank constructively received the refunds by failing to pursue its rightful claim to them, and thereafter "paid" the refunds to its individual shareholders.\textsuperscript{49}

The Tax Court, agreeing with the Commissioner, relied on its prior ruling in \textit{Tennessee Carolina Transportation, Inc. v. Commissioner},\textsuperscript{50} and found that a recovery was not necessary.\textsuperscript{51} Alternatively, the court found that even if a recovery were required, the facts could be

\textsuperscript{42} Hillsboro Nat'l Bank v. Commissioner, 73 T.C. 61, 62 (1979).
\textsuperscript{43} I.R.C. \textsection 164(e) (1982) provides:
\begin{quote}
Where a corporation pays a tax imposed on a shareholder on his interest as a shareholder, and where the shareholder does not reimburse the corporation, then—
\begin{enumerate}
\item the deduction allowed by subsection (a) [for such tax] shall be allowed to the corporation; and
\item no deduction shall be allowed the shareholder for such tax.
\end{enumerate}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{44} Lehnhausen v. Lake Shore Auto Parts Co., 410 U.S. 356 (1973).
\textsuperscript{45} Hillsboro, 73 T.C. at 64.
\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id.}; \textit{cf.} First Trust & Sav. Bank v. United States, 44 A.F.T.R.2d (P-H) \textsection 79-5253 (C.D. Ill. 1979), \textit{aff'd}, 614 F.2d 1142 (7th Cir. 1980).
\textsuperscript{47} Hillsboro, 73 T.C. at 61.
\textsuperscript{48} The ad valorem tax was only repealed for individuals; thus corporate shareholders received no refund. \textit{See supra} note 39.
\textsuperscript{49} Hillsboro, 73 T.C. at 66.
\textsuperscript{50} 582 F.2d 378 (6th Cir. 1978), \textit{cert. denied}, 440 U.S. 909 (1979); \textit{see supra} text accompanying notes 30-37.
\textsuperscript{51} Hillsboro, 73 T.C. at 68.
construed to indicate one.\textsuperscript{52} "[T]he transfer of petitioner's erstwhile tax payment to its shareholders belies the assumption under which the original deduction was allowed, i.e., that petitioner was paying a State property tax."\textsuperscript{53} For the benefit to pass to the shareholders, the bank "must first be deemed to have recovered its payments." Although the court admitted it was indulging a fiction in finding a recovery, it held its prior ruling in \textit{Tennessee Carolina} controlling.\textsuperscript{54}

On appeal, the Seventh Circuit held the case to be controlled by \textit{First Trust and Savings Bank v. United States}.\textsuperscript{55} The facts in that case were similar to those in \textit{Hillsboro}, except that the refund checks had been payable to the bank and the shareholders jointly. The Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court's alternative findings in \textit{First Trust} that the bank had recovered the refunds and that an actual recovery is not required to invoke the tax benefit rule.\textsuperscript{56} Thus, in \textit{Hillsboro}, application of the tax benefit rule could be justified on two grounds: "an actual recovery of a previously deducted amount \textit{or} some other event inconsistent with that prior deduction."\textsuperscript{57} The refund to the bank's shareholders was both a recovery and an event inconsistent with the prior deduction. That inconsistent event changed the tax payments from a deductible expense for the bank into a nondeductible dividend.\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{B. United States v. Bliss Dairy}

During the 1972-73 fiscal year, Bliss Dairy, a farming corporation, deducted $150,000 it had paid for cattle feed as a business expense. On the second day of its next fiscal year, the corporation adopted a plan of liquidation. It distributed its assets, among which was remaining cattle feed valued at $56,000, to its shareholders who continued to operate the business in noncorporate form.\textsuperscript{59} They computed their basis in the assets under section 334(c) of the Code,\textsuperscript{60} and claimed a business expense deduction on their 1973 individual income tax returns to the extent of their basis in the feed.

\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Id.} at 67-68.
\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.} at 68.
\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{55} 614 F.2d 1142 (7th Cir. 1980).
\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Id.} at 1146.
\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{60} I.R.C. § 334(c) (1982) provides that if a shareholder in a corporate liquidation acquires property and, under I.R.C. § 333 (1982), she does not recognize gain, then the property retains the same basis as the shareholder's stock.
The Commissioner determined a deficiency in the corporation's last income tax return based on the corporation's distribution of the previously expensed grain. The corporation's gross income was increased by the value of the grain, and it paid the resulting tax. It then sued for a refund and won a summary judgment in the district court. Although the Ninth Circuit recognized the conflict among the circuits regarding the recovery requirement, it affirmed, relying on its decision in *South Lake Farms.*

C. The Supreme Court Decision

The Supreme Court granted certiorari in both cases and consolidated them for opinion. The majority focused on the problems created by the annual accounting system, transactions that span many years, and events in later years that may or may not constitute a recovery. The Court noted that the recovery requirement of the traditional tax benefit rule complicates the argument without adding to the analysis of the substantive issues at hand.

The Court found that the rule's object is to approximate transactional accounting. To achieve this goal, the rule should come into play "only when a careful examination shows that the later event [triggering the rule] is indeed fundamentally inconsistent with the premise on which the [prior] deduction was initially based. That is, if that event had occurred within the same taxable year, it would have foreclosed the deduction." The Court reasoned that this interpretation of the rule was consistent with the rule's long history, and the Court's prior tax benefit rulings.

The Court then proceeded to apply its new "inconsistent events" analysis to the facts of *Hillsboro.* Section 164(e), under which the bank had taken a deduction, essentially gives shareholders a dividend deductible to the corporation, as the corporation is paying a portion of the shareholder's tax liability and is permitted to take a deduction for the amount paid. The Commissioner in *Hillsboro* found the shareholders'...
receipt of cash to be inconsistent with the bank's prior deduction, and assessed a deficiency. But the Court noted that the Code contemplated a deductible dividend in these circumstances. Thus, the question involved the transmutation of the character of the taxes:

The question we must answer is whether § 164(e) permits a deductible dividend in these circumstances—when, the money, though initially paid into the state treasury, ultimately reaches the shareholder—or whether the deductible dividend is available, as the Commissioner urges, only when the money remains in the state treasury, as properly assessed and collected tax revenue.

To answer this question, the Court looked to the legislative history of section 164(e). The only enlightening statements about this provision were made by a Senator who noted that banks commonly pay these taxes. Since Congress thus appeared to be allowing a deduction because the corporation was paying, the Court concluded that the state's action in turning over the tax revenues to third parties had no bearing on the deduction. “[T]he focus of Congress was on the act of payment rather than on the ultimate use of the funds by the state.” As long as the actual payment was not negated by a refund to the payor, the transmutation of the funds by the state did not trigger the tax benefit rule, as it was not an inconsistent event. Thus, the bank escaped taxation.

In Bliss Dairy, the corporation had deducted the cost of grain as a business expense and then distributed the grain to its shareholders in liquidation. The Court ruled that a conversion of an expensed asset to a nonbusiness use is inconsistent with a prior business expense deduction, and the tax benefit rule applies:

That non-business use is inconsistent with a deduction for an ordinary and necessary business expense is clear from an examination of the Code. Thus, if a corporation turns expensed assets to the analog of personal consumption, as Bliss did here—distribution to shareholders—it would seem that it should take into income the amount of the earlier deduction.

However, the analysis in this case was complicated by the applica-

---

65. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1148.
66. Id.
67. Id. at 1149 (quoting Hearings on H.R. 8245 Before the Comm. on Finance, 67th Cong., 1st Sess. 251 (1921) (statement of Sen. Smoot)) (emphasis added by the Court):
   I have been a director of a bank . . . for over 20 years. They have paid that tax ever since I have owned a share of stock in the bank . . . . I know nothing about it. I do not take 1 cent of credit for deductions, and the banks are entitled to it. They pay it out.
68. Id.
69. Id.
71. 103 S. Ct. at 1150 (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted).
bility of a nonrecognition provision—section 336. The tax benefit rule should not operate to produce income if the nonrecognition policies at stake override the policies behind the rule. To resolve this balance in Bliss Dairy, the Court closely examined section 336. First, the Court noted that Congress enacted section 336 as a codification of the General Utilities doctrine: a corporation recognizes no gain on the distribution of appreciated property to its shareholders. The real concern behind this doctrine was to shield market appreciation, as opposed to ordinary income. So, for example, when a corporation attempts to distribute an asset normally giving rise to ordinary income, the nonrecognition mandate of section 336 yields to Code principles prohibiting assignment of income and providing for recapture under sections 1245 and 1250.

To determine the relation of section 336 to the tax benefit rule, the Court looked to a companion provision, section 337, which covers liquidating sales. These sections must be analyzed together for two reasons. First, the language of the two sections is markedly similar. Second, the legislative history of section 337 reveals that it was codified to prevent formalistic distinctions between liquidations preceded by a sale of assets and liquidations in kind (e.g., those covered by section 336). Thus, "[t]he very purpose of § 337 was to create the same consequences as § 336." The Court noted that courts have long applied the tax benefit rule to section 337 liquidations, and Congress has not interfered. In addition, the exceptions to section 337 governing treatment of inventory indicate that Congress did not intend to shield ordinary business income. The Court in Bliss Dairy therefore concluded that section 336 does not shield a liquidating corporation from the tax benefit rule, and the dairy thus had to include the prior deduction in income. The proper inclusion was the portion of the original cost of the grain attributable to the amount distributed to the shareholders on liquidation.

---

72. Section 336 provides, with some exceptions, that a corporation shall recognize no gain or loss on the distribution of property in complete liquidation.
75. 103 S. Ct. at 1151; see Siegel v. United States, 464 F.2d 891 (9th Cir. 1972), cert. dismissed, 410 U.S. 918 (1973); Williamson v. United States, 292 F.2d 524 (Ct. Cl. 1961).
76. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1152.
78. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1153-54. Justice Stevens, joined by Justice Marshall, concurred in Hillsboro and dissented in Bliss Dairy. Justice Stevens objected to the significant enlargement of the tax benefit rule and the concomitant expansion of the Commissioner's powers. Id. at 1154 (Stevens, J., concurring and dissenting). Justice Blackmun dissented separately, proposing that
D. The Hillsboro Inconsistent Events Rule

The Hillsboro approach essentially requires a two-step analysis. First, a court must search for an event that is inconsistent with the prior deduction. If such an event is found, the second step requires a search for a conflicting nonrecognition provision. If a nonrecognition provision applies, the court must balance it against the tax benefit rule to determine whether the tax benefit rule prevails.

Unfortunately, the scope of this approach is difficult to gauge. One of the most troubling difficulties with the Hillsboro rule is the lack of a clear definition of the term “inconsistent event.” The Court emphasized that “only if the occurrence of the event in the earlier year would have resulted in the disallowance of the deduction can the Commissioner require a compensating recognition of income when the event occurs in the later year.”

This language can be interpreted in two ways. The Court may have intended it as an exclusive definition of a fundamentally inconsistent event. Thus, an event that seems theoretically inconsistent but that would not have led to the disallowance of the deduction had it occurred in the prior year would not fall within this exclusive definition. On the other hand, the Court may have intended the quoted language to provide only an example of an inconsistent event. Even events that would not have led to a disallowance of the deduction could be inconsistent. Under this broader notion of an inconsistent event, the theory of the deduction must be examined in

A claim is not enough to produce income, however. For example, a taxpayer may take a bad debt deduction when the debt is deemed uncollectible and when legal action to enforce payment would not in all probability result in satisfaction. Treas. Reg. § 1.166-2(b) (1973). The taxpayer will only have income upon recovery. I.R.C. § 111 (1982) (presumably preempting the tax benefit rule in such an area), amended by Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, § 171(a), 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS (98 Stat.) 494, 698-99; see also Treas. Reg. § 1.166-1(f) (1983). Furthermore, even if the refund checks had been stolen before they reached the shareholder, the bank would still have realized income through repeal of the tax under the Solicitor General’s theory. Respondent’s Oral Argument at 35:25; 36:4, Hillsboro Nat’l Bank v. Commissioner, 103 S. Ct. 1134 (1983) (on file with the California Law Review).

While repeal of the tax may thus be inconsistent, it may not be fundamentally inconsistent. The Court, however, fails to define “fundamental” inconsistencies further, except to state that the triggering event is one that is fundamentally inconsistent with the premise upon which the original deduction was based. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1143. See Blum, supra note 3, at 366.
light of subsequent events to determine whether a fundamental inconsistency exists with respect to a general premise of the tax system.

1. Disallowance of Prior Deductions as an Exclusive Definition

The Hillsboro opinion twice noted that an occurrence that would have caused the prior deduction to be disallowed is an inconsistent event. This is persuasive evidence for the view that the Court meant to establish an exclusive definition of that term. This interpretation is initially attractive, as it provides an ostensibly clear-cut boundary for the tax benefit rule. However, as with many rules in the field of taxation, it also raises unanticipated complexities. Indeed, the deduction disallowance theory provides even less guidance to the taxpayer than the original recovery requirement. This confusion is particularly acute when the rule is applied to a liquidating corporation that is distributing expensed assets to its shareholders.

In Bliss Dairy, for example, the corporation expensed cattle feed under section 162 of the Code. Under the Hillsboro test, the Court had to determine whether the dairy’s subsequent liquidation and distribution of the grain to the stockholders would have led to a disallowance of the original expensing deduction had it all occurred in the same year. In its resolution of this question, the Court stated that “[i]n general, if the taxpayer converts the expensed asset to some other, nonbusiness use, that action is inconsistent with his earlier deduction, and the tax benefit rule would require inclusion in income of the amount of the unwarranted deduction.”

In reaching this conclusion, the Court ignored the very analysis that would have indicated whether such an event is indeed inconsistent. Instead, it summarily asserted that distribution to the shareholders is a nonbusiness use—“the analog of personal consumption.” Although it is clear that personal expenses, being nondeductible, and business expenses, deductible under section 162, are incompatible, it is not at all clear that the distribution in a liquidation is akin to personal consumption. The required analysis should involve an examination of the deduction, the subsequent event, and statutory and judicial treatments of similar deduction disallowances.

For example, the facts in Bliss Dairy can be likened to other deduction disallowance situations that courts have faced, including subsequent liquidation sales and conversions. Although a subsequent sale may be a similar deduction disallowance transaction, analogizing liquidations to sales provides little guidance. It has long been recognized

81. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1150.
82. Id.
that the tax benefit rule applies to the sale of expensed assets in a liquidation. In *Spitalny v. United States*, the Ninth Circuit was faced with a liquidation and sale of assets expensed in the same year. Both at trial and on appeal, the government asserted that it had disallowed the expense to prevent income distortion. The Ninth Circuit held that the government was actually relying on the tax benefit rule, and not challenging the propriety of the deduction. While it agreed that the tax benefit rule was inapposite because all the events took place within a single tax year, the court emphasized that the principles of the rule applied to liquidating sales. However, this decision was not a true tax benefit rule case and, coming before *Hillsboro*, it offers no insight into application of the inconsistent events approach to such situations.

Expensing an asset can also be likened to instantaneous depreciation. The status of a depreciation deduction in a liquidation year, however, depends on the type of depreciation involved. While section 167 depreciation is allowed in the year of disposition, accelerated cost recovery (ACRS) is not. Since ACRS is usually the faster depreciation method, it is most analogous to immediate expensing.

Nevertheless, the peculiarities of depreciation limit its similarities to expensing. On a theoretical level, there is a fundamental difference between expensing and depreciation. Expensing is allowed only because the asset will be consumed within the tax year, while depreciation connotes a consistent gradual allocation of the cost of an asset over its useful life. For this reason, the depreciation argument advances the inquiry no further.

Conversion of assets to personal use is the only clear judicial and statutory precedent relating to the disallowance of expense deductions in the year taken. The Code specifically denies deductions for personal

---

85. 430 F.2d 195 (9th Cir.1970).
86. *Id.* at 197.
87. *Id.* at 198.
88. Section 167 depreciation in the year of disposition is computed on the basis of the number of months from the beginning of the tax year through the sale divided by the number of months in the tax year. Treas. Reg. § 1.167(a)-10(b) (1956); see also Fribourg Navigation Co. v. Commissioner, 383 U.S. 272 (1966) (depreciation cost deductible in year asset sold); Schrader v. Commissioner, 34 T.C.M. (CCH) 1572 (1975), aff'd, 582 F.2d 1374 (6th Cir. 1978).
90. Cf. Coca-Cola Bottling Co. v. United States, 487 F.2d 528, 534 (Ct. Cl. 1973) ("The present consumption of an item is the exact opposite of the gradual sale of an asset and it is therefore apparent that current expensing is the antithesis of depreciation.").
expenses, and the cases interpreting this rule in the business context are legion.\textsuperscript{91} However, the majority's reliance on this principle is indeed, as Justice Stevens wrote, an "ipse dixit."\textsuperscript{92} The Court determines, without analysis or support, that distribution of assets in a liquidation is analogous to personal consumption. While it is but a small step to conclude that the deduction must be disallowed, this logic avoids the real issue whether the distribution to shareholders is a conversion.

The Court never applies its own theory to the deduction disallowance question or to the concrete factual situation in \textit{Bliss Dairy}. The uncertainty of the application of deduction disallowances in these cases demonstrates the breadth of this gap in the Court's analysis and militates against the exclusive definition interpretation of the Court's language. Nonetheless, defining an inconsistent event exclusively as one that would have mandated disallowance of the deduction had it occurred in the same year has one major advantage: it provides a clear starting point to determine whether the tax benefit rule applies. In this respect, it is the lesser of two evils when compared with the only other plausible interpretation of the Court's language: a definition that includes events determined to satisfy a more theoretical notion of inconsistency.

2. \textit{A Broader Notion of Inconsistent Events}

The \textit{Hillsboro} Court held that the tax benefit rule will trigger income recognition "only when a careful examination shows that the later event is indeed fundamentally inconsistent with the premise on which the deduction was initially based."\textsuperscript{93} The Court may have meant to include within its definition occurrences that would not have led to a disallowance of the prior deduction. There are two instances in which this broader inconsistency might be found. The event could be inconsistent with the statutory provision on which the particular deduction was based, or it could be inconsistent with the broader policies and objectives of the Code. However, neither approach provides enough guidance to taxpayers to make this broader interpretation of inconsistent events a viable solution to the theoretical problems of the recovery tax benefit rule.

\textit{a. Provision-Specific Premises}

In \textit{Hillsboro}, the bank paid a personal property tax on its stock-


\textsuperscript{92} \textit{Hillsboro}, 103 S. Ct. at 1160 (Stevens, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{93} \textit{Id.} at 1143.
holders' shares. Section 164(e) allows a deduction if the corporation (1) pays (2) a tax (3) imposed upon its shareholders (4) on their interests as shareholders (5) without reimbursement to the corporation by the shareholders and (6) without a deduction taken by the shareholders for those taxes. If the corporation fails to comply with any of these requirements, the deduction will be disallowed. Moreover, any event negating an element of the deduction would be inconsistent. Thus, the Code provision itself defines the inconsistency. 94

However, some Code provisions are quite broad. For example, Bliss Dairy expensed its grain under section 162, which allows a deduction for "all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business." Since these provision-specific premises were met in Bliss Dairy, the Court may have to turn to the broader premises of the tax system itself to find an inconsistency.

b. Systemic Premises

In Hillsboro, the government argued for a definition of inconsistency that would trigger the tax benefit rule whenever an event was inconsistent with a premise of the tax system, as opposed to a particular Code section. The government claimed that unless the tax benefit rule was applied to Hillsboro National Bank, the final result would be equivalent to allowing the bank a deduction for the payment of a dividend to its shareholders. This "deduction" would amount to an event inconsistent with the Code's general rule against deductible dividends. The Court noted that section 164(e) contemplates a deductible dividend, 95 and stated that "[s]ince § 164(e) represents a break with the usual rules governing corporate distributions, the structure of the Code does not provide any guidance on the reach of the provision." 96 In so stating, however, the Court ignores the long accepted notion that deductions should be construed narrowly. 97

---

94. But, a distinction must be made between exogenous inconsistent events—events which occur outside the tax world—and endogenous inconsistent events—events that can be counteracted or removed within the tax system. Only if the inconsistent event cannot be corrected within the tax system should the tax benefit rule provide an endogenous response to an exogenous event. Thus, not all events that fail to meet the conditions of § 164(e) set out in the text should trigger the tax benefit rule. For example, if the shareholder took a deduction for the tax paid by the bank, this would be an inconsistent event, violating premise (6). But the inconsistent event itself could be corrected by denying the shareholder's deduction.

95. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1148.

96. Id. at 1149.

97. "Whether and to what extent deductions shall be allowed depends upon legislative grace; and only as there is clear provision therefore can any particular deduction be allowed." New Colonial Ice Co. v. Helvering, 292 U.S. 435, 440 (1934); see also Interstate Transit Lines v. Commissioner, 319 U.S. 590, 593 (1943) ("[A]n income tax deduction is a matter of legislative grace and . . . the burden of clearly showing the right to the claimed deduction is on the taxpayer."). But
Believing the Code offers no guide, however, the Court construed section 164(e) broadly, to emphasize the payment aspect of the deduction. Thus, when the funds were later distributed to the shareholders, there was no inconsistent event. But if section 164(e) were narrowly construed, so that the payment of a tax were its integral component, the result of the Hillsboro case would have been quite different. Since the payment of a tax justified the deduction, the repeal of the tax and refund to the shareholders would be inconsistent with a narrow construction of the section, and the tax benefit rule would apply.

The Bliss Dairy facts reveal a potential inconsistency with another systemic premise of the tax system. Under most circumstances, a business expense can only be deducted once. For example, if a corporation purchases grain for use in its operations, it may deduct the cost of such grain. If the corporation then sells the grain, the money it receives in return will be income and will offset the original deduction. The purchaser may in turn deduct the purchase price of the grain if it uses the grain in its business. But if the corporation makes a gift of the zero-basis grain, the donee may not deduct any of that cost because the donor does not recover any of the original deduction. Thus, in general, the same cost may be deducted twice only when the original party has recovered its deduction, and then only to the extent of that recovery.

This general notion, implicit in the Code, is circumvented by the kind of distribution and liquidation scheme engaged in by Bliss Dairy. Under section 336, a corporation recognizes neither gain nor loss when it distributes property pursuant to a liquidation. Under section 333, shareholders may elect to defer recognition of gain. If they so elect, their basis in the stock of the corporation is allocated to the assets they receive in the liquidation. The regulations provide that this substitute basis is allocated among the assets according to their fair market values. Therefore, it is possible for an asset to leave the corporation with a zero basis and have a greater than zero basis in the shareholders' hands.

---

98. Justice Blackmun had urged this interpretation. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1164 (Blackmun, J., dissenting). Three Justices concurred with Justice Blackmun in reaching this conclusion.
99. See, e.g., Blum, supra note 3, at 364-65.
100. The grain will have a zero basis due to the prior deduction. Thus all of the sales price will be gain. I.R.C. § 1001(a) (1982).
101. In the case of a gift, the donee's basis in the gift is generally the donor's basis; therefore the donee's carryover basis will be zero in this situation. See id. § 1015(a).
102. Id. § 334(c).
103. Treas. Reg. § 1.334-2 (1955) provides that the basis in the stock "should be allocated to the various assets received on the basis of their net fair market values (the net fair market value of an asset is its fair market value less any specific mortgage or pledge to which it is subject)."
This step-up in basis is precisely what happened in Bliss Dairy. The corporation distributed grain that had a zero basis because of the corporation's prior deduction. Because of the liquidation, the grain obtained a positive basis in the shareholders' hands. This situation afforded the shareholders a rare opportunity. Since the grain was an expensible asset, they could deduct their stepped-up basis as an ordinary and necessary business expense under section 162. As a result, the same grain provided an expense deduction for both the corporation and the shareholders without either having a recovery. It offset income at both the corporate and shareholder levels, yet was still available for consumption. While some commentators have found this possibility for a double deduction inconsistent with the general premise that the cost of an asset can be deducted only once, others have forcefully argued that the provisions of section 336 and section 334 clearly allow this step-up in basis. Thus, it is unclear whether a distribution of expensed assets in liquidation is inconsistent or not.

The above analysis amply demonstrates the pitfalls the premise inconsistency approach can create. Whether the inconsistency is with a specific Code section or with a premise of the tax system itself, the complexities of this approach make it questionable in light of the tax system's need for clarity and simplicity. Whether exclusive or nonexclusive, the inconsistent events approach to the tax benefit rule solves few problems and creates many.

E. Nonrecognition Provisions and the Hillsboro Rule

Even if one is able to determine that an event is inconsistent with a prior deduction, it is still uncertain whether the event will trigger the tax benefit rule. Application of the rule may conflict with a specific statutory nonrecognition provision. Thus, the second step of the inquiry under the Hillsboro approach is "whether specific nonrecognition provisions prevail over the principle of the tax benefit rule." This balancing may prove to be an even more difficult theoretical and practical obstacle to the success of the inconsistent events approach than the

104. See, e.g., Feld, supra note 3, at 462.
105. See Schnee & White, supra note 3, at 454. Indeed, a § 336/§ 334 liquidation seems to contemplate overtly a step-up in basis if the basis of the asset received is below its pro rata fair market value share. Similarly, a step-down in basis is possible if an asset has a high basis in corporate hands, and a low fair market value. Since the allocation of any basis to an expensible asset necessarily decreases the basis left to allocate to other assets, a deduction of the basis of the expensible asset may not be inconsistent. Each dollar that is allocated to the expensible asset is a dollar not allocated to the basis of another asset that may be depreciable or may soon be sold. The lower basis on these other assets reduces potential depreciation and increases potential gain on sale. Thus, the second deduction on the grain is offset by the effects of the basis allocation on other assets, and it is therefore fully consonant with the policies and aims of the Code.
106. Hillsboro, 103 S. Ct. at 1147.
determination whether an event is inconsistent. Although the Court supplies the test, it gives no guidance as to the test's application, either by discussing the policies to be considered, or by listing the factors to be given weight.

In Bliss Dairy, for example, the tax benefit rule conflicts directly with the nonrecognition provisions of section 336. The Court thus proceeded to determine whether the gain produced by application of the tax benefit rule to the corporation "is the sort of gain that goes unrecognized under § 336." The Court interpreted the legislative history of section 336, analogized to section 337, and concluded that Congress meant section 336 to shield only market appreciation, not ordinary income. Therefore, the tax benefit rule, which affects income but not market appreciation, overrides section 336, and Bliss Dairy had to recognize income.

While the Court's interpretation of the legislative history is plausible, it neither takes into account nor refutes several forceful arguments reaching a different conclusion. It is far from clear, for a variety of reasons, that section 337 should be used to interpret section 336. First, section 337 was passed to aid corporations; it thus seems inappropriate to use it as a weapon against them in the interpretation of section 336. Second, section 337 was designed to emulate section 336; therefore, section 336 should control section 337 and not vice versa. Third, although the argument for parity between these sections was once appealing, the sections are no longer congruous. Last, the tax benefit rule's application to liquidations covered by section 336 has been litigated for over twenty years with no consistent result. It is thus of doubtful relevance that Congress apparently acquiesced to the rule's application in section 337 liquidations.

From the above analysis, it is apparent that the determination of whether the tax benefit rule should prevail over a nonrecognition provision is complex, confusing, and uncertain. To complicate this step of the inconsistent events approach further, the Court explicitly recognizes only conflicts between the tax benefit rule and nonrecognition provisions in the Code. Many nonrecognition principles, however, have de-
developed outside the statutory framework. For example, courts have long held that a donor realizes no income upon the making of a gift. The difficult task of determining whether the tax benefit rule should be overcome by a nonrecognition doctrine becomes only more arduous when a judicial doctrine is substituted for a congressional mandate. Under both judicial and statutory authority, the inconsistent events approach provides little guidance to the taxpayer. Thus, the second step of the Court's analysis—determining whether a nonrecognition provision prevails—is as confusing as the first step—determining whether an inconsistent event has occurred at all.

III
AN ASSET-BASED TAX BENEFIT RULE

The Court's inconsistent events approach is a circuitous solution to a straightforward problem. The classic definition of the tax benefit rule, under which income is not recognized until there is a recovery, operates correctly in most situations. The Court discards the recovery rule, however, because it fails under some narrowly defined circumstances. A more appropriate strategy is to devise a separate but compatible rule applicable only to those situations in which the classic tax benefit rule does not provide an adequate solution.

It is clear that the tax benefit rule must be modified, as the recovery requirement provides an enormous loophole for taxpayers engaging in "nonrecovery" transactions. The major flaw in the classic approach is exposed by South Lake Farms, Tennessee Carolina, and Bliss Dairy. In each of these cases, the taxpayers disposed of assets upon which deductions that would affect potential gain had been taken. Gain was affected either because the deductions had reduced the bases of the assets, or because the deductions had enhanced the assets' fair market values. When the taxpayers attempted to escape taxation on this "gain," the tax benefit rule should have been triggered. The inconsistent events approach, however, cuts out the core of the recovery tax benefit rule in an attempt to capture these tax benefit situations with an all-encompassing solution. The result is vaguely defined and leads to unpredictable taxation.

This Comment proposes an asset-based tax benefit rule that provides a practical and simple method to cover cases such as those faced by the Hillsboro Court. This rule concentrates on two types of assets: those with bases reduced by deductions, and those with fair market values enhanced by deductions. The proposed rule treats all disposi-

113. Campbell v. Prothro, 209 F.2d 331, 336 (5th Cir. 1954); see infra text accompanying notes 120-28.
114. See supra notes 20-38 and accompanying text.
TAX BENEFIT RULE

A. Dispositions of Assets

In the most general application of the proposed approach, any disposition of an asset upon which deductions have been taken should trigger the tax benefit rule. The disposition of the asset, treated as a constructive sale, would produce a realization of gain. Under the asset-based tax benefit rule, gain is recognized only up to the extent of the original deductions affecting basis.

I. Sales

It is unclear whether the Hillsboro inconsistent events approach would be applied in the case of a sale. If the asset upon which deductions have been taken were sold in the prior year, would those deductions have been disallowed? Does the later sale produce some inconsistency with a premise of the tax system? This is a moot question in the sale context, because application vel non of the inconsistent events approach will always produce the same net result for the tax-

115. In this context, a disposition is any event that alters the ownership of an asset by a particular taxing entity, including partial changes in ownership. If a taxpayer disposes of a portion of indistinguishable assets, the asset-based tax benefit rule should recapture the lowest possible amount. For example, if a taxpayer disposes of a portion of his grain supply, it will be impossible to tell which deduction was associated with the purchase if the grain has been purchased at different times and different prices. The benefit of the doubt should be resolved in favor of the taxpayer, and the grain should be presumed to have been purchased at the lowest price.


A contrary congressional intent also arguably exists in the rules treating transfers upon death. See id. §§ 102, 1014. Normally, the recipient of property gains a fair market value basis, yet the decedent recognizes no income. However, the congressional intent not to tax the decedent, while long accepted, is not as explicit as the depreciation recapture provisions noted supra that directly address tax benefit situations. Thus, a disposition for the purposes of the asset-based tax benefit rule includes transfers by reason of death. On nonrecognition, see infra Section D.
payer. If the rule is triggered, the taxpayer recovers the original deduction. If the asset is sold, the taxpayer will also recover the original deduction, as the asset's basis will be zero due to prior expensing.\footnote{117}

The application of the model rule to sale situations is quite simple. The sale produces realized gain in the amount of the excess of the value received over the asset's basis. If the realized gain is greater than the amount of the original deductions, the asset-based tax benefit rule requires recognition of gain up to the extent of the deductions,\footnote{118} as there is no longer a tax benefit inequity in the system once these deductions have been recovered. General income tax principles may require further recognition of gain realized on the sale. If, however, the realized gain is less than the original deductions, the recognized gain is limited to the realized gain, for a taxpayer cannot recognize more gain than is realized.\footnote{119}

2. Gifts

A more difficult tax benefit question is posed when expensed assets are given as personal gifts. If such a gift were made in the year the original deductions were taken, the deductions would be disallowed under the inconsistent events approach on the authority of section

\footnote{117} While the grain may be a capital asset in certain situations, the nature of the gain or loss on disposition should be ordinary, since it is an asset used as a supply in the ordinary course of business. See Corn Prods. Ref. Co. v. Commissioner, 350 U.S. 46 (1955). Thus, if an asset has appreciated or depreciated in value, a sale will produce ordinary income in the amount of gain realized. If the tax benefit rule is applied, the original deduction is recovered, and presumably produces ordinary income. If the asset has appreciated in value, any gain over and above the recovered deduction will be ordinary income. If the asset has depreciated in value, the recovery of the deduction under the tax benefit rule will presumably increase the asset's basis; the sale will thus produce an ordinary loss that will offset, to some extent, the ordinary gain produced by the tax benefit rule. The net result will be recognized gain in the amount of realized gain—the same result that would occur without application of the tax benefit rule.

For example, if a farmer purchases and expends grain worth $25,000, his basis in the grain will be zero. If he later sells all of the grain for $15,000, his net income will be $15,000 with or without application of the inconsistent events approach. If the rule is not applied, general income tax principles produce a realized and recognized gain of $15,000 (value received less adjusted basis). If the Hillsboro rule is applied, the $25,000 deduction is recovered, and the farmer has $25,000 in ordinary income. This income recognition should increase the basis of the grain sold to $25,000, its tax-paid cost. Thus, the tax result of a sale triggering the inconsistent events approach is a $10,000 loss ($15,000 value received on the sale less $25,000 adjusted basis). Netting out this $10,000 loss and the $25,000 income produced by the tax benefit rule (both ordinary income, see Corn Products, supra) produces $15,000 in ordinary income, the same result. If the grain has appreciated in value, the same result occurs.

\footnote{118} Recapture is limited to the portion of those deductions attributable to the asset sold. For example, if a farmer sells two-thirds of the grain he originally purchased for $25,000, the asset-based tax benefit rule will require recognition not in excess of $16,666. If the realized gain is greater than this amount, general tax principles may require further recognition. See supra note 115.

\footnote{119} This assumes that realization is limited to the excess of the amount received over basis. See I.R.C. § 1001(a) (1982); infra Section E.
The next step of the inquiry requires a search for a conflicting nonrecognition provision. Although there is no statutory provision shielding the donor in this context, courts have consistently characterized the making of a gift as a nonrecognition event.

For example, in *Campbell v. Prothro*, the taxpayer deducted the cost of raising certain cattle and then gave the cattle away. When the donee subsequently sold the cattle, the Commissioner attempted to impute the proceeds of the sale to the taxpayer. The Fifth Circuit rejected this approach, noting that if the proceeds were taxable to the donor, "then every appreciation in value of property passing by gift is realized income. We know that this is not so, and that... congress [sic] has never enacted legislation so providing." This was not the first time the Service had attempted to use the assignment of income theory to impute income to the donor of a gift. However, most courts have rejected such an application of the theory.

These cases, however, did not address the tax benefit rule. Although the Commissioner has since argued that the tax benefit rule should apply when a gift of expensed inventory is made, he has not...

---

120. Gifts are possible in a business context, but their deductibility is severely limited by I.R.C. § 274(b) (1982). *See also* Rev. Rul. 55-531, 1955-2 C.B. 520.

121. Sections 1245 and 1250 reach dispositions of depreciable property by gift, but do not require income recognition to the donor. Rather, the property retains its potential for recapture in the hands of the donee. *See* I.R.C. §§ 1245(b)(1), 1250(d)(1) (1982); *see also* S. REP. No. 1881, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 97-98, reprinted in 1962 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 3304, 3400-01.

122. This doctrine does not include "net gifts" and "part sales, part gifts." Diedrich v. Commissioner, 102 S. Ct. 2414 (1982) (donor realizes income on gift to extent gift tax paid by donee exceeds basis); Johnson v. Commissioner, 495 F.2d 1079 (6th Cir. 1974) (donor realizes income on gift to extent that money received exceeds basis), *cert. denied*, 419 U.S. 1040 (1974); 212 Corp. v. Commissioner, 70 T.C. 788 (1978) (part sale, part gift); *see infra* notes 187-90 and accompanying text.

123. 209 F.2d 331 (5th Cir. 1954); *see also* 67 HARV. L. REV. 1425 (1954) (noting this case).


125. *See* White v. Brodrick, 104 F. Supp. 213 (D. Kan.), *appeal dismissed*, 198 F.2d 751 (10th Cir. 1952) (taxpayer realizes no income by donating harvested crop to charity); Rogers v. Commissioner, 38 T.C. 785 (1962) (no assignment of income in gift of timber lease to church); SoRelle v. Commissioner, 22 T.C. 459 (1954) (no assignment of income in gift of land and unharvested, matured crops); Estate of Farrier v. Commissioner, 15 T.C. 277 (1950) (no assignment of income in gift of appreciated value cattle); Smith v. Commissioner, 1967 T.C.M. (P-H) ¶ 67,229, at 1274. It is significant that the Internal Revenue Service has chosen not to appeal most of these cases. *But cf.* I.T. 3932, 1948-2 C.B. 7 (father assigned income of fair market value of cattle where son sold cattle eight months after receiving them as a gift) (revoked by Rev. Rul. 55-531, 1955-2 C.B. 520); I.T. 3910, 1948-1 C.B. 15 (fair market value of farm product donated to charity includable in income; charitable deduction allowed; expenses of production allowed); *see also* Farmer v. Commissioner, 468 F.2d 705 (10th Cir. 1972) (lessee's donation to charity of crop shares due as rent held to be assignment of income); Weinberg v. Commissioner, 44 T.C. 233 (1965) (assignment of crops to newly formed corporations ruled assignment of income of proceeds of earlier sale, crops already harvested and sold at time of assignment).

yet made this argument before the courts. Furthermore, the Commissioner has not ruled that the tax benefit rule is applicable to gifts of assets other than inventory.\textsuperscript{127} Under the inconsistent events approach of the Hillsboro Court, the conflict between the tax benefit rule and this judicial nonrecognition provision must be examined; yet the Court's approach provides no guidance as to which doctrine should prevail.

Under the asset-based tax benefit rule, a gift of an expensed asset is treated as a constructive sale. The taxpayer realizes as gain the excess of the gift's fair market value at the time it is given over its basis. If this realized gain is greater than the original deductions, recognized gain is limited to the original deductions. If the realized gain is less than the original deductions, recognition is limited to realized gain.

For example, if a farmer purchases grain for $25,000 and deducts the cost, his basis in the grain will be zero. His subsequent gift of the grain to his daughter when its fair market value is $10,000 will be treated as a constructive sale. Since the farmer's basis is zero and the amount he receives (constructively) is $10,000, his realized gain is $10,000. Even though his original deduction was $25,000, he will recognize only $10,000—his realized gain.

If the gift is given in a business context, it will produce a deduction, subject to statutory limitations.\textsuperscript{128} If the gift is given in a personal context, no deduction is allowed. The proposed rule thus produces harsh, but correct, results: the taxpayer bears the cost of her personal gift to the extent she has received a tax benefit from it in prior years. This is the result an ideal rule should generate.

\textbf{B. Conversions}

The results under the inconsistent events approach are even more difficult to predict when conversions of assets are involved. For example, if a sole proprietor converts an expensed asset to personal use, it is

\begin{itemize}
  \item [127] A current year inventory-account adjustment allows the Commissioner to disallow costs incurred in prior years without reopening the tax returns from those years, because the opening inventory account represents an accumulation of prior years' costs of inventory (disregarding the precise method of accounting within the inventory account).
  \item [128] I.R.C. § 274(b)(1) (1982) generally limits deductions for gifts to any individual to $25 per year. For the purposes of § 274, a gift is generally an item excludable from the recipient's gross income via I.R.C. § 102 (1982). Some business "gifts" may therefore not be subject to these limitations if the recipient pays income tax on the value of the property.
\end{itemize}

Thus, the model rule closes a loophole allowing businesses to avoid the statutory gift limitations by giving away assets previously expensed. The maximum deduction is limited by I.R.C. § 274; the rest is absorbed by the taxpayer.
unclear whether the inconsistent events approach will require income recognition. Recapture provisions do not apply to such a case because there is no disposition. If the conversion had occurred in the year of expensing, however, the deduction might have been disallowed under the authority of section 262, which prohibits deductions for personal expenses. Thus, the Hillsboro tax benefit rule may apply. 129

There are no specific statutory nonrecognition provisions or judicial principles that challenge the tax benefit rule in a conversion. Nevertheless, the rule may not prevail because there is generally no tax unless there is a transaction or event, and when assets are converted to personal use, no transaction occurs. 130 If the purpose of the tax benefit rule is to approximate transactional accounting, then presumably there should be no tax on a transaction or event that is not itself taxable. However, a nontaxable event may be part of an integrated series that should produce tax consequences when viewed as a whole. 131 Viewing a conversion in this light, the tax benefit rule should apply.

The asset-based tax benefit rule, however, focuses on dispositions. It is therefore necessary to define a disposition as encompassing a conversion. Such a definition is theoretically sound when the tax system is viewed as divided into two spheres. The first encompasses, but is not limited to, income-producing activities. Since the goal of the system is to tax income rather than receipts, a taxpayer may generally deduct expenditures within this sphere, either immediately or over time. 132 Expenses incurred in operating a trade or business, owning business assets, and producing income are all deductible. 133 The second

---


sphere is characterized by expenditures that are not generally deductible. This sphere encompasses "personal, living, or family expenses,"137 and other nondeductible expenditures.138

Under the asset-based approach, any transfer of an asset from the deductible sphere to the nondeductible sphere will trigger the tax benefit rule because it will be a disposition (at least theoretically) from one sphere to the other. For example, if a sole proprietor converts an expensed asset from business to personal use, the asset-based approach will treat the conversion as a disposition from the deductible sphere to the nondeductible sphere. This movement between spheres will be a realization event that will trigger the tax benefit rule.139

C. Deductions That Do Not Directly Affect Basis

By focusing on deductions that affect basis, the definition of the asset-based tax benefit rule set forth above excludes a major tax benefit problem. In many tax benefit cases, deductions affect the fair market value of an asset rather than its basis. In Campbell v. Prothro,140 for example, the asset (cattle) was not expensed, but appreciated in value due to the use of other assets (such as feed) that were expensed. There are thus two distinct categories of cases: those involving the disposition of expensed assets, and those involving the disposition of assets with values enhanced by expenses. The inconsistent events approach is confusing enough when applied to the former; it is less comprehensible when applied to the latter.

For example, in Commissioner v. South Lake Farms, Inc.,141 the taxpayer, a corporation, deducted the cost of growing crops. Before harvest, the shareholders sold the corporation. The buyer allocated part of the purchase price of the corporation to the basis in the crop upon the immediate liquidation of the corporation under section 336. When the crop was harvested and sold, the buyer thus had less gain.

---

135. Id. § 212 (expenses of income production).
139. In a partial conversion, the proposed rule operates similarly. For example, if a sole proprietor uses an automobile 50% of the time in her business, she is entitled to 50% of the normally allowable depreciation deduction. See Rev. Proc. 82-61, 1982-2 C.B. 849. If the taxpayer increases personal use to 75%, she has constructively disposed of 25% of the automobile from the deductible sphere to the nondeductible sphere. Thus, one-half of the depreciation deductions must be recovered.
140. 209 F.2d 331 (5th Cir. 1954); see supra text accompanying notes 123-25.
141. 324 F.2d 837 (9th Cir. 1963); see supra text accompanying notes 20-29.
The Ninth Circuit held the tax benefit rule inapplicable to the purchased corporation because it had no recovery.\textsuperscript{142}

The inconsistent events approach might have required a different result. Whether the taxpayer would still have gotten a deduction if the corporation had been sold and liquidated in the same year it took that deduction is not at all clear and raises the same questions raised by \textit{Bliss Dairy}.\textsuperscript{143} Additionally, since the expenses deducted were actually used in the business of the corporation, the sale and liquidation of the corporation may not have violated the premise behind these deductions. But the point remains that no one paid tax on the income associated with the expenses deducted.\textsuperscript{144} This may violate the tax system's general policy that the entity that deducts expenses associated with producing income should pay tax on that income when it is realized.

However, if the tax benefit rule does apply to \textit{South Lake Farms}, it logically reaches all expenses made that enhance the value of assets on hand at liquidation. Such expenses include a portion of all overhead attributable to the assets, as well as a portion of all expenses that enhance the value of the liquidating corporation as a going concern. As Justice Stevens put it, "all corporate paper towels, paper clips, and pencils that remain on hand will become income as a result of the liquidation."\textsuperscript{145} This result is unnecessary to effect consistent taxation of similarly situated taxpayers.

To cause taxpayers to recapture the tax benefit of prior deductions such as those in \textit{South Lake Farms}, the asset-based tax benefit rule treats the distribution upon liquidation as a constructive sale. Any gain will be realized, and the taxpayer will recognize income up to its prior deductions. For example, assume that a farming corporation deducts

\begin{enumerate}
\item The shareholders of South Lake Farms sold their shares to the purchasing corporation. Presumably, the purchaser was willing to buy the corporation for the value of the assets less any tax liability South Lake Farms owed. If the purchaser had bought the assets directly, rather than the whole corporation, it would have allocated its cost basis to the crops. Then, when the crops were sold, only the difference between that basis and the selling price would be taxable as gain. The purchasing corporation would have paid no tax on the income associated with South Lake Farms' expenses because those expenses enhanced fair market value, which was the purchaser's cost and hence basis. If the purchasers had bought the crops directly from South Lake Farms, South Lake Farms would have had gross income to the extent of the purchase price, and paid tax accordingly. The shareholders' shares would then have been worth the fair market value of the crop less the tax liability to the corporation, and the purchasing corporation would have been willing to pay no more than this amount for the shares. By selling their shares to the purchaser who in turn liquidated South Lake Farms, the shareholders received full fair market value, the purchaser paid full fair market value, and South Lake Farms had no recognition and therefore no income. Thus the liquidating corporation avoided tax to the extent that the price was not paid to the corporation, but to its shareholders.
\item Hillsboro Nat'l Bank v. Commissioner, 103 S. Ct. 1134, 1162 (1983) (Stevens, J., concurring and dissenting).
\end{enumerate}
$25,000 spent to plant a crop worth $35,000 on liquidation. Since the costs of planting the crop have been deducted, its basis is zero. The realized gain from the constructive sale is $35,000 (fair market value less basis). However, recognition is limited to the $25,000 previously deducted. The remaining $10,000 in realized gain goes unrecognized, as it is beyond the scope of the tax benefit rule.

This general approach must be limited, however, by a boundary designating which value-enhancing deductions should be subject to tax benefit rule treatment. Without such a rule, all expenses of a going concern would potentially be subject to recapture. To allow the rule to go this far would be to subject it to the same criticisms encountered by the Court's approach. Thus a cutoff is required—only an expense substantially all of which affects the potential gain of an asset in question is subject to the tax benefit rule. This excludes utility expenses, overhead, office expenses, and advertising—expenses that contribute to other areas of the taxpayer's business, and only minimally affect the basis of the asset that is disposed.

D. Nonrecognition Provisions

Once it is determined that the tax benefit rule should apply to an event, the rule must be weighed against any nonrecognition provisions. As indicated above, the Court's approach to this question will prove difficult. A statutory provision cannot prevail over the tax benefit rule without so stating unless an extremely forceful congressional policy mandates such a result. This policy would have to be strong enough to overcome the policy that the Court seems to apply—judicial principles promoting the general goals of the tax system are considered to be exceptions to particular Code provisions. This approach has supported the tax benefit rule override of section 337, and now of section 336.

One Code section that could potentially outweigh the tax benefit

---

146. See id. (Stevens, J., concurring and dissenting).

147. Arguably, every expense ever made by a business increases the value of the business. Thus, when an entire business is liquidated, these expenses should be subject to the asset-based tax benefit rule. However, since a business' historical expenses will greatly exceed its current value, these expenses cannot qualify for recapture under the asset-based tax benefit rule. A rational taxpayer will not make an expenditure that will increase the value of an asset by only a portion of the expenditure unless the expenditure serves another purpose. Thus, such expenses fail the test set out in the text.

The "substantial" standard is subject to criticism because it may lead to administrative difficulties. However, most assets affected by this standard (i.e., crops) will have a relatively short life in the taxpayer's hands, thus limiting the historical inquiry. Moreover, the deduction must affect fair market value; thus expenses that maintain fair market value are excluded.

148. See supra text following note 112.
rule is section 351.\textsuperscript{149} Section 351 provides for tax-free treatment in some incorporations and transfers of property to existing corporations. The congressional mandate allowing for changes in business form without taxation is clear.\textsuperscript{150} The Supreme Court faced the question whether this policy overrides the tax benefit rule in \textit{Nash v. United States}.\textsuperscript{151} In that case, the taxpayer had certain accounts receivable subject to a bad debt reserve. The taxpayer transferred these accounts to a newly formed corporation, and the Commissioner attempted to assess the taxpayer on a tax benefit theory. But the Court avoided the tax benefit rule and decided the case on a narrower footing. The unanimous opinion held that the transaction was not a recovery since the bad debt reserve was reasonable and the taxpayer received securities in the new corporation equal to the value of the accounts less the reserve.\textsuperscript{152} The \textit{Hillsboro} Court reasoned that \textit{Nash} did not involve an inconsistent event.\textsuperscript{153}

Neither decision discussed whether the outcome would have been different if the bad debt reserve had not been reasonable. Where too many debts have been deemed uncollectible, the fair market value of the receivables is greater than the face value less the bad debt reserve.\textsuperscript{154} A transfer of receivables under such circumstances might be an inconsistent event since some of the additions to the reserve were erroneous. Had it been known in the year the additions were made

\textsuperscript{149} I.R.C. § 351(a) (1982) provides: "No gain or loss shall be recognized if property is transferred to a corporation by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or securities in such corporation and immediately after the exchange such person or persons are in control (as defined in section 368(c)) of the corporation."

\textsuperscript{150} Section 351 has been part of the tax law since the Revenue Act of 1921, § 202(c)(3). The legislative history provides that:

\begin{quote}
Probably no part of the present income tax law has been productive of so much uncertainty or has more seriously interfered with necessary business readjustments. The existing law makes a presumption in favor of taxation. The proposed Act modifies that presumption . . . and specifies . . . certain classes of exchanges on which no gain or loss is recognized . . . . These classes [include situations] . . . where an individual or individuals transfer property to a corporation and after such transfer are in control of such corporation.

The preceding amendments, if adopted, will, by removing a source of grave uncertainty and by eliminating many technical constructions which are economically unsound, . . . permit business to go forward with the readjustments required by existing conditions.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{151} 398 U.S. 1 \textit{(1970)}.

\textsuperscript{152} \textit{Id.} at 4.

\textsuperscript{153} 103 S. Ct. at 1147.

\textsuperscript{154} \textit{See, e.g.}, Rev. Rul. 78-280, 1978-2 C.B. 139; \textit{see also} Schnee & White, \textit{supra} note 3, at 455-56.
that some were faulty, the Service would have disallowed them.\footnote{155} Thus, a taxpayer's receipt of stock or securities with a fair market value exceeding the value of the reserve might be an inconsistent event that should trigger the tax benefit rule.

Once the rule has been triggered, a court could construe "gain" as used in section 351 to include only market appreciation, so that the tax benefit rule would prevail over section 351. This construction of "gain" applies to section 337, and now to 336. However, the policy of precluding tax on a mere change in form\footnote{156} may be so strong that section 351 would overcome the tax benefit rule. Section 351 specifically overrides sections 1245 and 1250,\footnote{157} but does not override other tax principles, such as the assignment of income doctrine.\footnote{158} Furthermore, taxpayers may not distort their income through a section 351 exchange. Thus, the Commissioner may alter accounting methods\footnote{159} or reallocate deductions from the individual to the corporation\footnote{160} upon incorporation. Once again, the inconsistent events approach produces an indeterminate result.

In contrast, the asset-based tax benefit rule offers a clear solution to the problems created by nonrecognition provisions and policies in

\footnote{155} Only reasonable additions to the reserve are allowable. \textit{See} Treas. Reg. \textsection 1.166-4(a) (1976).

\footnote{156} \textit{See supra} note 150. The legislative history indicates that the predecessor of \textsection 351 was passed to ensure fairness. During the confidential hearings on the Revenue Act of 1921, Dr. T.S. Adams, Special Treasury Advisor, stated:

\begin{quote}
If one man incorporates his property or if a group of men incorporate their property, that mere formality, in one sense, of placing the property in corporate ownership subjects them to a tax, provided the stock received has a market value in excess of the cost of the property to the individual.

\ldots I can not believe that there is enough difference in the ownership of the property and the stock under such circumstances to justify us in recognizing taxable gain or deductible loss.
\end{quote}

Senator Simmons concurred:

\begin{quote}
Imposing taxes on things of that sort is what the Secretary, as I remember, characterized as a clog upon enterprise. There is no justification for a tax of that sort. It is one of the forms of business. There really has been no profit made. It is just a change in the kind and character of title to the property; that is all.
\end{quote}


\footnote{157} \textit{See} I.R.C. \textsections 1245(b)(3), 1250(d)(3) (1982).


\footnote{159} Palmer \textit{v. Commissioner}, 267 F.2d 434 (9th Cir. 1959) (change from completed contract accounting to percentage of completion accounting under I.R.C. \textsection 446(b) upon incorporation).

\footnote{160} Rooney \textit{v. United States}, 305 F.2d 681 (9th Cir. 1962) (taxpayer transferred crop to corporation and attempted to take personal deductions for crop expenses up to date of transfer, expenses reallocated to corporation under \textsection 482; \textsection 482 controls \textsection 351). \textit{But cf.} Fanning \textit{v. United States}, 568 F. Supp. 823 (E.D. Wash. 1983) (no reallocation under \textsection 482 because no distortion of income).
the Code, based upon a standard of economic continuity. Nonrecognition transactions can be divided into four general categories. First, the Code affords nonrecognition treatment to certain realization events that might otherwise pose a hardship to the taxpayer. Second, the Code requires nonrecognition in transactions that have the sole purpose of creating a loss. Third, nonrecognition encompasses transactions where no income is produced because under current tax theory there is no realization event. The asset-based tax benefit rule will override the nonrecognition policies in these categories because a disposition has taken place.

The fourth and most extensive use of nonrecognition occurs "where in theory the taxpayer may have realized gain or loss but where in fact his economic situation is the same after as it was before the transaction." This sort of economic continuity may be further divided into two types of transactions. Under the first, nonrecognition is afforded to:

certain specific exchanges of property in which at the time of the exchange particular differences exist between the property parted with and the property acquired, but such differences are more formal than substantial. As to these, the Code provides that such differences shall not be deemed controlling, and that gain or loss shall not be recognized at the time of the exchange. The underlying assumption of these exceptions is that the new property is substantially a continuation of the old investment still unliquidated.

The economic continuity theory of nonrecognition exempts dispositions that would otherwise fall under the tax benefit rule. The Code

164. See supra note 130 and accompanying text.
166. Treas. Reg. § 1.1002-1(c) (1960). I.R.C. § 1002 was repealed by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-455, § 1901(b)(28)(B)(i), 90 Stat. 1520, 1799. However, the legislative history of the repeal indicates that the substance of § 1002 was merely moved to § 1001(c). See H.R. REP. No. 658, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 391 ("This amendment transfers to section 1001(c) of the Code the rules relating to recognition of gain or loss now in section 1002 of the Code."). reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 2897, 3288.
considers an asset obtained through a nonrecognition exchange as "substantially a continuation of the old investment still unliquidated." In other words, the new asset is treated as if it were the old asset; it is given the same basis and the same tax attributes. Since the newly acquired asset has the same basis, any recognition of gain on the exchange is postponed. By postponing realization in these cases, the tax system overlooks the disposition.

Under the second sort of transaction, there is economic continuity in the taxpayers involved. For example, in a tax-free corporate reorganization, the resulting entity steps into the shoes of its component corporations. Although the component parts distribute their assets to the merged whole, it is treated for tax purposes as the same entity as its parts. As the regulations state, "in the case of reorganizations, . . . the new enterprise, the new corporate structure, and the new property are substantial continuations of the old still unliquidated." Thus, such distributions are not treated as dispositions for the purposes of the asset-based tax benefit rule.

These two parallel notions, substantial continuity of property and substantial continuity of ownership, are theoretically identical for purposes of applying the asset-based tax benefit rule. In both cases, there has been no disposition of the asset in the eyes of the Code, and the rule will not be triggered. This standard can be easily applied to common transactions. For example, in a like-kind exchange, the new asset acquires the basis of the old asset. In a reorganization, the new entity takes the old entity's place, creating an identity between the two, and precluding taxation of the distribution that has taken place. Changes in the form of the taxpaying entity include tax-free incorporations.

---

168. The substitute asset does not retain all the tax attributes of the disposed asset. For example, in a like-kind exchange of improved for unimproved real property, the new asset, unimproved property, will not be depreciable just because the old property was. See Treas. Reg. § 1.1031(a)-1(b) (1967). However, the unimproved real estate will retain depreciation recapture potential. I.R.C. §§ 1245(b)(4), 1250(d)(4) (1982).
169. Treas. Reg. § 1.1002-1(c) (1960); see supra note 166.
170. I.R.C. § 351 (1982); see also id. § 1245(b)(3) (exception to depreciation recapture). By so characterizing nonrecognition transactions, the asset-based tax benefit rule excludes the logical extension of Nash v. United States, 398 U.S. 1 (1970). See supra notes 151-55 and accompanying text. In the eyes of the Hillsboro Court, there was no inconsistent event in Nash because the bad debt reserve was admittedly reasonable. Hillsboro Nat'l Bank v. Commissioner, 103 S. Ct. 1134, 1147 (1983); see Nash, 398 U.S. at 4. By negative implication, the Hillsboro Court's treatment of Nash could mean that the tax benefit rule should apply to an incorporation of a business with an unreasonable bad debt reserve. The asset-based approach does not allow such a result, because a tax-free incorporation is treated as a nonrecognition event. The nature and extent of this asymmetry in the asset-based approach are greatest in the unreasonable bad debt reserve situation. Thus, the asset-based tax benefit rule trades exact taxation for a clearly defined and easily applicable rule. The deductions for the reserve are taken at the unincorporated rate, but the adjustments to
tax-free reorganizations, liquidations of subsidiaries, contributions of property to partnerships, and partnership distributions. Substitution of substantially unliquidated assets includes like-kind exchanges. In each of these transactions, there is economic continuity between the owners of the assets or between the assets themselves. Consequently, the asset-based tax benefit rule will not be triggered.

E. Realization, Recognition, and the Asset-Based Tax Benefit Rule

The asset-based tax benefit rule produces tax in some new situations, and thus may expand generally accepted notions of permissible taxation. This Section explores the consonance of the proposed approach with current realization and recognition doctrines and concludes that the rule satisfies both requirements. Its treatment of all

the reserve (and any income from debts previously written off) will be taxed at the corporate rate. This allows a limited opportunity for income splitting.

The unattractiveness of this result is mitigated by two factors. First, the bad debt reserve must have been thought to have been reasonable when it was established, or it would not have been allowed. If it was unreasonable when it was established and the taxpayer knew this but misrepresented the facts to the Service, she could be subject to prosecution for tax fraud. See generally I.R.C. §§ 7201-7207 (1982), amended by Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, §§ 159(a), 412(b)(9), 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS (98 Stat.) 494, 696, 792. Moreover, the Service has continuous opportunities to readjust the reserve to a reasonable level by denying additions to it. Second, the potential for income splitting is not otherwise unknown to the tax benefit rule. If a taxpayer incorporates with expensed assets in the business, and the corporation then disposes of the assets, the tax thereon will be computed at the corporate rate. And, if a taxpayer recovers a deduction in a later year, even without an intervening incorporation, her tax bracket may have changed, thus producing a net gain or loss on tax. Compare Perry v. United States, 160 F. Supp. 270 (Ct. Cl. 1958) (exact tax rate correlation), with Alice Phelan Sullivan Corp. v. United States, 381 F.2d 399 (Ct. Cl. 1967) (overruling Perry, allowing bracket changes).

See supra note 12.


172. See id. §§ 331, 334(b). In such a liquidation, the parent takes a carryover basis, § 334(b), and the depreciation recapture rules are not triggered.

173. I.R.C. § 721 provides that: "No gain or loss shall be recognized to a partnership or to any of its partners in the case of a contribution of property to the partnership in exchange for an interest in the partnership." See also id. § 1245(b)(3) (exception to depreciation recapture).


175. Id. § 1031, amended by Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, § 77(a), 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS (98 Stat.) 494, 595-96. Like-kind exchanges are also exempt from depreciation recapture, except to the extent of non-1245 property or boot received. See id. § 1245(b)(4).
dispositions of assets as realization events, and requirement of partial recognition upon this realization, has both congressional and judicial support. The scope of federal income taxation is limited only by the sixteenth amendment to the United States Constitution. In *Eisner v. Macomber*, the Supreme Court construed the term "income" under the sixteenth amendment to mean "something of exchangeable value proceeding from the property, severed from the capital . . . received or drawn by the recipient," not a gain merely accruing to capital, or a growth in the value of capital. The present construction of this general constitutional rule limits it to the notion that Congress cannot tax the appreciation in value of an asset until some occurrence or transaction that may be construed as a realization event has occurred. The definition of a realization event may be quite broad, but such an event is still constitutionally required before gain may be taxable.

Nevertheless, an event may be taxable, yet not taxed. Although a realization has occurred, no tax will be produced unless the gain, if any, is recognized—that is, specified for taxation in the Code. Generally, the federal income tax system taxes all realized gains unless a specific Code section provides to the contrary.

1. Realization and the Asset-Based Tax Benefit Rule

In its most basic form, the asset-based tax benefit rule treats all dispositions as realization events. In doing so, the rule relies on numerous examples from the Code for an expansive interpretation of the rule of realization. Section 1001, which defines the mechanism for determining whether gain or loss is realized, encompasses gains from "the sale or other disposition of property." Section 453B, covering the disposition of installment obligations, provides for realization when such an obligation is "distributed, transmitted, sold, or otherwise disposed of in kind."
Section 311(d), as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1984, treats the distribution of property from a corporation to its shareholders as a constructive sale, a classic example of a realization event.

Each of these sections treats a disposition as a realization event.

Court rulings in the tax shelter area further demonstrate the breadth of the treatment of a disposition as a realization event. Tax shelters present problems similar to those found in classic tax benefit rule situations. Often, the asset in a tax shelter is highly leveraged: after the owner of the asset has taken depreciation deductions on it for several years, its basis is far below its market value. The potential gain on the asset has been affected by these deductions, as in most tax benefit situations. Moreover, as with the proposed tax benefit rule, many transactions involving the tax shelter asset but not involving a classic sale, exchange, or disposition will be realization events. As tax shelters have become more abused, courts have stretched the scope of the "taxable event" (and thus the realization requirement) by finding gifts, abandonments, and changes in trust provisions to be realization events.

For example, a gift does not usually produce tax to the donor. Any event producing tax, however, must be a recognition event, since taxation means the Code has recognized any gain or loss realized on the transaction. A fortiori, it must be a realization event. In the tax shelter area, a gift can be a realization event. For example, if a taxpayer makes a personal gift of a tax shelter with liabilities in excess of basis, the transaction will be treated partially as a gift and partially as a sale.

The result is similar with gifts to charity. Although the taxpayer receives a deduction for such a gift, the amount by which liabilities exceed basis is not taxed to the donor. This only means, however, that any gain realized on the making of a gift is recognized. See generally M. Chirelstein, supra note 161, § 5.01 at 69-71.

See I.R.C. § 102 (1982) (exclusion of gift from donee's income); id. § 1015 (carryover basis), amended by Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, § 421(b)(5), 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS (98 Stat.) 494, 794. Together, these sections provide the negative inference that the donor is not taxed on the appreciated value of a gift. This only means, however, that any gain realized on the making of a gift is recognized. See generally M. Chirelstein, supra note 161, ¶ 5.01 at 69.

ties exceed basis will be treated as a bargain sale and will potentially produce income.\footnote{190}

The abandonment of a tax shelter can also produce realized gain or loss. When a taxpayer walks away from an asset, he is neither selling it nor disposing of it in the classic sense—what has occurred is more like a nontransaction. Nevertheless, abandonment can be a realization event when the asset's liabilities exceed its basis.\footnote{191}

Perhaps the most unconventional realization event in the disposition of a tax shelter is the grantor trust strategy. Under this approach, the taxpayer places the tax shelter in a grantor trust.\footnote{192} In the early years, the tax shelter produces deductions, which flow through the trust to the taxpayer-grantor. Later, when the tax shelter begins to produce income, the trust converts to a nongrantor type,\footnote{193} and the income (and deductions) remain the property of the trust. The Internal Revenue Service has held such a conversion to be a realization event for the grantor.\footnote{194}

Although conversions seem extremely remote from the constitutionally required "severance" of income from capital, current theory does provide for realization upon conversion. For example, section 179(d)(10) allows for "recapturing the benefit under any deduction allowable under subsection (a) with respect to any property which is not used predominantly in a trade or business at any time before the close of the second taxable year . . . in which it is placed in service by the taxpayer." Thus, if a taxpayer converts an asset expensed under section 179 to personal use, it will no longer be "used predominantly in a trade or business," and it will thus be subject to recapture. Even if such a conversion does not actually produce a tax, it is a realization event because it is \textit{subject} to tax.

The provisions and regulations governing the investment tax credit allow the most extensive application of the conversion realization theory. Section 47(a)(1) mandates recapture of the investment tax credit.\footnote{195}

\footnote{190. Rev. Rul. 75-194, 1975-1 C.B. 80; see I.R.C. § 1011(b) (1982); Treas. Reg. § 1.1011-2 (1980); see also Ginsling, supra note 189, at § 33.11; Podolin, supra note 189, at § 16.03[1][e].}

\footnote{191. See generally Ginsburg, The Leaky Tax Shelter, 53 Taxes 719, 733-34 (1975). This possibility is supported by the famous footnote 37 in Crane v. Commissioner, 331 U.S. 1, 14 n.37 (1947): "[A] different problem might be encountered where a mortgagor abandoned the property or transferred it subject to the mortgage without receiving boot." It does not matter that the liability is nonrecourse. See Commissioner v. Tufts, 103 S. Ct. 1826 (1983).}


\footnote{193. This may occur through expiration of those retained powers that caused the trust to be deemed a grantor trust, through renunciation by the grantor, or by the terms of the trust itself. See Whitmire, supra note 189, at 516.}

\footnote{194. Rev. Rul. 77-402, 1977-2 C.B. 222.}
during the taxable year when "property is disposed of, or otherwise ceases to be section 38 property with respect to the taxpayer." Section 38 property is defined as tangible personal property subject to depreciation, so if property is converted to personal use, it will no longer be subject to depreciation and will therefore "cease to be section 38 property." Recapture will thus be triggered. And since tax will be produced by the recapture, the conversion must be a realization event, as well as a recognition event.

The asset-based tax benefit rule thus relies on solid precedent when it treats all dispositions as realization events.

2. Recognition and the Asset-Based Tax Benefit Rule

As the above analysis indicates, any event that produces tax is a recognition event, and a fortiori, a realization event. But the converse is not true: a realization event is not always a recognition event. Although Congress can tax a particular transaction, it may choose not to do so. Alternatively, it may subject the transaction to only partial taxation. As a result, recognition is determined by what Congress chooses to do. Once again, the asset-based tax benefit rule finds support for its recognition approach in the Code and the case law.

The proposed rule treats any disposition or conversion as a constructive sale in order to recapture previous tax benefits. If the constructive sale produces gain, that gain is recognized. The asset-based tax benefit rule, however, causes only limited recognition. Although a disposition may trigger realization of the entire gain (calculated by the excess of the amount realized over adjusted basis), the asset-based tax benefit rule requires recognition only to the extent required to recoup the tax benefit previously gained. If the asset has depreciated in value from its original basis, realization and recognition will be coextensive. If the asset has appreciated in value, the gain realized may be greater than the gain recognized.

For example, if a farmer buys $10,000 worth of cattle feed, he may immediately deduct its cost. The basis in the grain will then be zero. If the farmer makes a personal gift of the grain in a subsequent year, and it has appreciated in value, his recognition of gain will be limited to his original tax deduction—the cost of the grain. The realized gain on the market appreciation will not be recognized, as such gain does not reflect

195. Property is subject to depreciation only if used in a trade or business, or for the production of income. I.R.C. § 167(a) (1982).
196. See id. § 1001(a).
197. If the taxpayer has taken deductions that affect fair market value, realization and recognition will be coextensive only if the increase in fair market value equals the sum of the deductions.
the tax benefit previously received. Conversely, if the grain has depreciated in value, the farmer's recognized gain will equal his realized gain—the excess of the fair market value of the grain over its basis. Recognition is limited to realization, as it necessarily must be. In this way, the asset-based tax benefit rule will avoid the recognition of gain due to market appreciation, forcing taxpayers to recognize gain less than or equal to the original tax benefit.

Congress and the courts generally apply a similar approach to other tax benefit situations. For example, section 179(d)(10), which allows expensing beyond depreciation, produces tax only on "the benefit under any deduction allowable." Section 47(a)(1) recaptures only the investment tax credit rather than gain due to market appreciation of the asset itself. Furthermore, courts treat the shedding of nonrecourse liabilities in the disposition of a tax shelter as gain. These liabilities were the source of prior deductions, and thus were the source of the tax benefit. But if a tax shelter is abandoned, recognized gain is limited to liabilities shed. There is no taxation of appreciation in fair market value due to market forces. On the other hand, section 311(d), as amended in 1984, which regulates corporate distributions, and section 453B, which regulates the disposition of installment obligations, employ a more complete constructive sale concept. These sections tax gain flowing solely from increases in fair market value. Recognition to this extent goes beyond the recognition called for in the asset-

---

198. Recognition, as required by I.R.C. § 1001(c) (1982), cannot exceed realization, I.R.C. § 1001(a) (1982), by the very nature of the Code. Since realization defines gain from the disposition of property, and thus income, recognition in excess of realization may violate the 16th amendment.

199. But the asset-based tax benefit rule does recognize gain due to prior expenses that enhance fair market value, as distinguished from pure market forces.

200. See Ginsburg, supra note 191, at 733-34; Podolin, supra note 189, at § 16.03[a],[b].


202. I.R.C. § 453B(a) (1982) provides that when an installment obligation is satisfied at other than its face value or distributed, transmitted, sold, or otherwise disposed of, gain or loss shall result to the extent of the difference between the basis of the obligation and—

(1) the amount realized, in the case of satisfaction at other than face value or a sale or exchange, or

(2) the fair market value of the obligation at the time of distribution, transmission, or disposition. . . .

Thus, § 453B will provide for recognition of market value gains, unless some nonrecognition provision applies. To this extent, it provides for more recognition than does the asset-based tax benefit rule.

Similarly, and more straightforwardly, I.R.C. § 311(d)(1) (1982), as amended by Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, § 54(a)(1), 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS (98 Stat.) 494, 568, generally provides that when a corporation distributes appreciated property, "gain shall be recognized to the distributing corporation in an amount equal to [the excess of the fair market value of the property over its adjusted basis] as if the property distributed had been sold at the time of the distribution."
based tax benefit rule and should be delimited only by Congress. The asset-based tax benefit rule is a judicial rule designed only to remedy certain inequities in the tax system, and once the tax benefit has been removed, the inequity is gone. Congress may choose to tax more if it desires; but it is not the role of the courts to do so.

Finally, the asset-based tax benefit rule, by exempting from its application the class of nonrecognition events roughly described as "economic continuity" transactions, follows the general lead of section 47, which governs investment tax credit recapture. Section 47(b) provides a broad exception to this recapture provision:

property shall not be treated as ceasing to be section 38 property with respect to the taxpayer by reason of a mere change in the form of conducting the trade or business so long as the property is retained in such trade or business as section 38 property and the taxpayer retains a substantial interest in such trade or business. 203

The reason for this exception is clear: "it [is] necessary to forego the application of the adjustment rule only . . . in the case of corporations where a successor corporation 'stands in the shoes' of the predecessor corporation." 204 In the terms of the asset-based tax benefit rule, the new corporation is substantially a continuation of the old corporation still unliquidated. 205

CONCLUSION

The proposed asset-based model differs from the Hillsboro rule in several respects. The Hillsboro inconsistent events approach throws out the good with the bad by abandoning the recovery approach in favor of an entirely new theory. In contrast, the asset-based rule works concurrently with the recovery approach, reaching only those situations in which the classic approach fails: dispositions of assets upon which deductions have been taken. Thus, the recovery rule is left to operate in

203. 1d. § 47(b) (emphasis added); see also Treas. Reg. § 1.47-3(a) (1972).
205. This approach has been implemented in at least one other country. In West Germany, if business assets are taken from the business and used for personal purposes, the fair market value of such assets is included in the individual's taxable income. "Withdrawals" are "all business assets (cash, goods, products, services and uses) which the taxpayer withdraws from the business to be used by himself, his household, or for other purposes foreign to the business." H. DEBATIN, ANALYSIS OF THE GERMAN TAX SYSTEM 39 (1969). The taxpayer is taxed on profits, which are defined as "the amount of the difference between the business capital at the end of the commercial year, and the business capital at the end of the preceding commercial year, increased by the value of withdrawals therefrom, and decreased by contributions thereto." 1d. at 38 (emphasis added) (footnote omitted); see also FOREIGN TAX LAW ASSOCIATION, INC., TAX LAWS OF THE WORLD: WEST GERMANY 37 (1982). See generally PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., DOING BUSINESS IN GERMANY 64-126 (1978).
situations in which it has been successful for years: all nonasset transactions.

This asset-based rule also has the advantage of clearly defined boundaries.\textsuperscript{206} It is unclear when the inconsistent events approach adopted by the Hillsboro Court will be invoked, and the Court leaves unresolved the myriad conflicts between the tax benefit rule and nonrecognition provisions. The asset-based model applies in clearly defined situations and takes nonrecognition policies into account in the definition of a disposition. The asset-based approach also defines how much income a taxpayer will recognize—one of the questions left unanswered in the Hillsboro opinion. The taxpayer will recognize the amount of the prior deduction, up to the amount the taxpayer realizes on the disposition. This formula is not only clear, but it shifts the central inquiry from the original deduction year, as in the inconsistent events rule, to the year of disposition. Rather than provoke speculation on whether the deductions would have been allowed had certain events occurred in the past, the asset-based approach asks taxpayers a question they always face—will this disposition cause income to be recognized this year?

By implementing an asset-based approach, the proposed rule avoids the difficulties inherent in the Hillsboro Court's theory. It supplies a simple and easily implemented approach. It responds to the problems that spurred the creation of the tax benefit rule by achieving parity among taxpayers, by clearly reflecting income, and by recognizing the congressional policy choices inherent in the nonrecognition provisions of the Code.

William R. Lindsay\textsuperscript{*}

\textsuperscript{206} When a taxpayer disposes of an asset after having taken a deduction that did not directly affect that asset's basis, the asset-based rule provides only a general guide as to whether there should be a tax benefit recovery. In encouraging a court to determine whether substantially all of the deduction affects basis, the asset-based tax benefit rule evokes line-drawing problems and falls subject to some of the same criticisms leveled against the inconsistent events approach. But in this area, the rule is susceptible of no more certainty. Courts must do what is fair and equitable on the facts of each case. And the proposed approach does give taxpayers a standard to apply so that they may plan their actions according to their expected tax liability. See supra note 147.

\* B.A. 1981, Dartmouth College; third-year student, Boalt Hall School of Law, University of California, Berkeley.